
INTRODUCTION

In early epithelial ovarian cancer (eEOC), 5 year survival 
ranges from 70% to 100% for stage I and 50% to 95% for stage 
II. These wide ranges are due to the heterogeneity of the 

literature data which are based on small series, with different 
procedures of staging and different postsurgical treatments 
[1-4].

The International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics 
(FIGO) surgical stage is the most relevant prognostic factor 
for disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival of appar-
ent eEOC patients. A thorough surgical staging is crucial 
to address appropriate treatment and guarantee optimal 
survival. Less extensive surgical procedures may fail to detect 
extraovarian spread of the disease. Several papers reported on 
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Objective: Fertility sparing surgery (FSS) is a strategy often considered in young patients with early epithelial ovarian cancer. We 
investigated the role and the outcomes of FSS in eEOC patients who underwent comprehensive surgery. 
Methods: From January 2003 to January 2011, 24 patients underwent fertility sparing surgery. Eighteen were one-to-one 
matched and balanced for stage, histologic type and grading with a group of patients who underwent radical comprehensive 
staging (n=18). Demographics, surgical procedures, morbidities, pathologic findings, recurrence-rate, pregnancy-rate and 
correlations with disease-free survival were assessed.
Results: A total of 36 patients had a complete surgical staging including lymphadenectomy and were therefore analyzed. Seven 
patients experienced a recurrence: four (22%) in the fertility sparing surgery group and three (16%) in the control group (p=not 
significant). Sites of recurrence were: residual ovary (two), abdominal wall and peritoneal carcinomatosis in the fertility sparing 
surgery group; pelvic (two) and abdominal wall in the control group. Recurrences in the fertility sparing surgery group appeared 
earlier (mean, 10.3 months) than in radical comprehensive staging group (mean, 53.3 months) p<0.001. Disease-free survival 
were comparable between the two groups (p=0.422). No deaths were reported. All the patients in fertility sparing surgery group 
recovered a regular period. Thirteen out of 18 (72.2%) attempted to have a pregnancy. Five (38%) achieved a spontaneous 
pregnancy with a full term delivery.
Conclusion: Fertility sparing surgery in early epithelial ovarian cancer submitted to a comprehensive surgical staging could be 
considered safe with oncological results comparable to radical surgery group. 
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the risk of unrecognized occult disease, with a 30% likelihood 
of upstaging on restaging surgery [5]. 

Considered the very good prognosis following an adequate 
surgical staging in eEOC, the fertility sparing surgery (FSS) 
for women of childbearing age has become an argument of 
debate in the last decades. Twenty-five percent of EOCs are 
diagnosed in early-stages. About 14% of those early-stage 
patients are under the age of 40 at the time of diagnosis. 
These women are potentially interested in preserving their 
fertility [6-8]. 

Literature data, even if based on retrospective series, confirm 
the likelihood to consider conservative surgery for eEOC in 
young patients [9-11]. However, there is still a lack of consen-
sus concerning the selection criteria to deem patients suitable 
for FSS. Some authors use restrictive criteria, for example FIGO 
stage IA, grade1, to admit patients to FSS [12], while others 
consider all stage I EOC patients eligible for conservative treat-
ment [10,11,13].

In a previous retrospective study, we found that FSS in high 
risk eEOC is feasible and safe in patients undergoing compre-
hensive surgical staging [14]. In the present study, we aim to 
investigate oncological and obstetrical outcome of patients 
submitted to FSS compared to a one to one matched court of 
patients submitted in the same period to radical comprehen-
sive staging (RCS).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

After obtaining Institutional Review Board approval, data 
from a prospectively held database on eEOC, were retrospec-
tively analyzed focusing on patients submitted to FSS from 
January 2003 to January 2011. Inclusion criteria for FSS were 
the following: woman strongly interested in preserving their 
fertility aged ≤40 years; adequate counseling (women were 
informed of the possible risks and benefits of FSS); signed 
informed consent; accurate comprehensive staging (no gross 
evidence of disease); and apparently negative spared ovary 
(macroscopically or at biopsy). Exclusion criteria were: any 
extrapelvic metastatic disease and tumors of low malignant 
potential. 

Patients were submitted to a laparoscopic or open conserva-
tive surgical approach, consisting of unilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy and complete peritoneal staging (washing; 
random multiple peritoneal biopsies; omentectomy) and 
systematic bilateral pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy 
with preservation of uterus and one ovary. Surgical technique 
has been previously described elsewhere and briefly detailed 
[15].

The para-aortic systematic lymphadenectomy was per-
formed after opening the retroperitoneum as far as the Treitz 
ligament and along the paracolic gutters, and included the 
removal of the lympho-fatty tissue located between: the psoas 
muscle laterally and the inferior vena cava medially as far as 
the right renal vein (paracaval lymph nodes); the aorta and 
the cava, from the aortocaval bifurcation as far as the left renal 
vein (interaortocaval lymph nodes); the aorta and left psoas 
muscle from aortocaval bifurcation as far as the left renal vein 
(para-aortic lymph nodes).

The pelvic systematic lymphadenectomy included the 
removal of the lympho-fatty tissue located: above the external 
iliac vessels between the iliac bifurcation, the inferior epigas-
tric vessels, and psoas muscle laterally (external iliac lymph 
nodes); below the external iliac vessel and above the obtura-
tor nerve, between the iliac bifurcation, the psoas muscle 
laterally, the obturator muscle caudally, and the virtual plane 
passing through the umbilical artery and bladder medially 
(obturator lymph nodes); above and laterally to the common 
iliac vessels between the aortocaval bifurcation and the iliac 
bifurcation (common iliac lymph nodes).

Intraoperative pathological diagnosis was performed after 
macroscopic examination, and consisted of two to four 
sections especially from solid areas according to the type and 
size of the mass. Frozen procedures were performed through 
cryostat. The sections were 7 to 8 µm in thickness, were 
stained with hematoxyline-eosin and examined by a dedi-
cated gynecopathologist. Paraffin blocks were then prepared 
for the final diagnosis from all specimens and examined with 
standard technique.

Demographic, clinical, surgical, and pathologic characteristics 
of the patients were assessed. Pathology information included 
tumor histology, grade, and stage at diagnosis, number of 
regional lymph nodes examined, as well as documented 
extension away from the primary site.

Patients deemed to be at increased risk of recurrence (poorly 
differentiated tumors, stage IB-C, stage >I) were given adju-
vant platinum-based treatment. Regular follow-up four times 
a year in the first year, three times during years 2 and 3 and 
every 6 months thereafter was scheduled. Recurrences were 
diagnosed during regular follow-up visit and confirmed on 
computed tomographic and/or magnetic resonance imaging 
scans. Whenever possible, histologic or cytologic confirmation 
was obtained. Menstrual recovery and pregnancy intent or 
achievement were assessed too. Complications and morbidity 
were recorded and classified according to CTCAE 4.03 [16].

Patients undergoing FSS were one-to-one matched and 
balanced for stage, histologic type, and grading with a group 
of patients undergoing RCS in the same period. Matching was 
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done stepwise, with the exclusion of unmatchable patients, 
to reduce any possible bias: firstly stage, than histology and 
finally grading. We did not consider age as a matching factor 
as there is no consensus in the literature regarding its actual 
prognostic value [9,11]. Unmatched patients were excluded.

1. Statistical analysis
Pearson chi-square analysis, Fisher exact test, and Mann-

Whitney test when needed were calculated, Kaplan-Meier 
curves were plotted. The difference between survival curves 
was evaluated with log rank test. A p<0.05 was considered to 
be significant. SPSS ver. 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was 
used for the analysis.

RESULTS

A total of 24 women underwent FSS for eEOC. Eighteen out 
of these were one-to-one matched and balanced for stage, 

histologic type, and grading with a group of patients who 
underwent RCS.

Characteristics of eligible patients are marked in Table 1. The 
mean age was 31 and 51 years for FSS and for RCS, respec-
tively. Endometrioid type was the most frequent. In 10 cases 
the tumor was poorly differentiated. Ten out of 18 patients in 
the FSS group were FIGO stage ≥IA grade 3. Data on surgical 
staging procedures and pathological assessment are shown in 
Table 1. A median of 22 pelvic and 20 para-aortic nodes were 
removed. No node metastases were found. Globally, the mean 
hospital stay was 6 days. We detected a synchronous tumor in 
the endometrium in a patient in the RCS group.

There was one intraoperative vascular injury. In the early 
postoperative time, two patients suffered of complications: 
one patient suffered from hemoperitoneum (grade 3) con-
trolled with laparotomy for hemostasis and another required a 
drainage tube placement for lymphorrea (grade 3). Late post-
operative complications were 2: one lymph-cyst formation 
requiring drainage and one postoperative abdominal hernia. 

Table 1. Clinical, surgical, and pathological characteristics of the patients according to the study treatment group

Characteristic Total (n=36) FSS (n=18) RCS (n=18) p-value

Age (yr), mean (range) 41.4 (20-71) 31.1 (20-39) 51.5 (35-71) <0.001

Histology NA

    Mucinous 12 6 6

    Serous 2 1 1

    Endometrioid 14 7 7

    Clear cell 2 1 1

    Undifferentiated 6 3 3

Stage NA

    IA 24 12 12

    IB 2 1 1

    IC* 10 5 5

Grade NA

    1 14 7 7

    2 12 6 6

    3 10 5 5

Menopause 11 0 11 <0.001

Laparoscopic approach 10 7 3 0.26

Restaging* 21 12 9 0.50

Pelvic nodes removed, mean±SD 22.4±11.3 21.6±11.2 23.2±11.5 0.68

PA nodes removed, mean±SD 20.8±9.5 21.5±10.3 20±8.8 0.65

Length of stay removed, mean±SD 6 (3-16) 5.7 (3-16) 6.3 (3–15) 0.48

Adjuvant chemotherapy 16 8 8 >0.99

Recurrences 7 4 3 0.99

FSS, fertility sparing surgery; NA, not applicable (matching characteristics); PA, para-aortic; RCS, radical comprehensive staging.
*Seven surface invasion, one positive washing, two capsule rupture.
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Eight patients per group underwent adjuvant carboplatin 
AUC 6 +/- paclitaxel 175 mg/mq for 4 to 6 cycles.

Seven patients experienced a recurrence (Table 2): four (22%) 
in the FSS group and three (16%) in the control group (p=not 
significant). The recurrence sites were: the residual ovary (two 
cases), the abdominal wall and peritoneal carcinomatosis, in 
the FSS group; pelvic (two cases) and abdominal wall in the 
control group. Recurrences in the FSS group appeared earlier 
(mean 10.3 months) than in RCS group (mean 53.3 months) 
(p<0.001).

Among FSS patients, recurrences were distributed as follow: 
two in women with FIGO stage ≥IA grade 3 and 2 in patients 
with FIGO stage IA grade 1 to 2. The DFS curves did not show 
any significant difference between the two groups (p=0.422). 
No deaths were reported. The DFS was not statistically signifi-
cant (Fig. 1).

All the patients in the FSS group returned to regular menses. 
Thirteen out of 18 (72.2%) attempted to have a pregnancy. 
Five (38%) achieved a spontaneous pregnancy with full term 
delivery.

DISCUSSION

FSS is a matter of debate in gynecologic oncology. In spite 
of the lack of high level of evidence, literature data agree to 
propose FFS in young patients with FIGO stage IA grade 1 or 
grade 2 eEOC. More controversial is whether or not to address 
patients with high risk eEOC (≥IA grade 3) to FSS.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the role 
of FSS in eEOC in patients who underwent comprehensive 
surgical staging. The results of the present study showed that 
FSS is feasible, safe and with a good obstetrical outcome in 
patients with eEOC after accurate comprehensive staging. 

The present study showed that the patients who underwent 
FSS present a recurrence rate similar to those who underwent 
RCS. The DFSs are comparable between the two groups. 
Relapses occurred significantly earlier (10.3 months) in the FSS 
group compared to the RCS group (53.3 months). In our series, 
50% (two out of four) of the relapses occurred in the residual 
ovary. This kind of relapse has a good possibility of rescue with 
surgery and chemotherapy, as reported in previous series [11]. 

Data on obstetrical outcome showed encouraging results 
with a pregnancy rate (38%) similar to that reported in 
literature (Table 3) [7,10-12,14,17-20]. All the patients present 
regular menses regardless of adjuvant chemotherapy. In our 
series, 13 out of 18 (72.2%) patients attempted to conceive. 
Since patients undergoing FSS, do not always attempt to 
conceive, the selection criteria have to be very restrictive 
and the patients should be thoroughly counseled and highly 
motivated.

Table 2. Characteristics of patients with recurrence

Patient Group Age Stage Histology Grade Approach
Previous 
adjuvant 

treatment
Site of recurrence DFS 

(mo) Status OS 
(mo)

1 FSS 20 IA Mucinous 1 LPS No Residual ovary 18 NED   28

2 FSS 37 IA Clear cell 3 LPT Yes Residual ovary   7 NED   21

3 FSS 37 IA Endometrioid 1 LPS No Carcinosis 11 AWD   16

4 FSS 29 IC Endometrioid 2 LPS Yes Abdominal wall   5 NED   28

5 RCS 58 IA Mucinous 2 LPT Yes Pelvic 62 AWD 119

6 RCS 39 IC Endometrioid 2 LPT No Abdominal wall 70 AWD 125

7 RCS 46 IC Endometrioid 2 LPS Yes Pelvic 28 AWD   50

AWD, alive with disease; DFS, disesase free survival; FSS, fertility sparing surgery; LPS, laparoscopy; LPT, laparotomy; NED, no evidence of 
disease; OS, overall survival; RCS, radical comprehensive staging.

Fig. 1. Disesase free survival (DFS) in two groups of patients with early 
epithelial ovarian cancer undergoing conservative (fertility sparing 
surgery, FSS) versus radical (radical comprehensive staging, RCS) 
treatment (Log-rank test, p=0.422; FSS: mean DFS 62.4 months, 95% 
confidence interval [CI], 48.7 to 76.2; RCS: mean DFS 89.1 months, 
95% CI, 71.8 to 106.4).
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Comprehensive staging is mandatory because an upstaging 
warrants adjuvant treatments; while a thorough surgical stag-
ing could avoid any further medical treatment, according to 
the ICON-ACTION trial [3]. 

Literature data are based on heterogeneous series. We subdi-
vided literature data in low-risk patients defined as FIGO stage 
grade 1 to 2 (Table 4) [7,10-13,17-19,21-23] and high risk pa-
tients defined as FIGO stage ≥IA grade 3 (Table 5) [7,10-14,17-
19,21-23]. In the low risk group of 435 cases, the recurrence 
rate and death rate was 8% (35) and 3.7% (16), respectively. In 
the high risk group of 364 cases instead, the recurrence rate 
and death rate was 17.3% (63) and 8% (29), respectively. The 
recurrence and death rates were markedly different between 
the two groups.

A study has been published by the Japanese Gynecologic 

Oncology Group [10] on a total of 211 patients (stage IA, 
n=126; stage IC, n=85) from 30 institutions undergoing FSS. 
The authors concluded that FSS is a safe treatment for stage 
IA patients with favorable histology (defined as grade 1 to 
2 nonclear cell adenocarcinoma). They also suggested, that 
stage IA patients with clear cell histology and stage IC patients 
with favorable histology can be candidates for FSS followed 
by adjuvant chemotherapy. 

Another study based on SEER data [9] evaluated 1,186 
women aged ≤50 years with stage IA or IC EOC, of which 754 
(64%) underwent radical treatment with bilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy, and 432 (36%) underwent FSS. The compari-
son of data revealed that FSS was safe in young women who 
had stage IA and IC EOC. 

An Italian retrospective study evaluated 240 patients with 

Table 3. Obstetrical outcome, literature review*

Author (year) No. of patients No. of patients having 
pregnancies

No. of patients with  
term deliveries

No. of patients with 
abortion

Zanetta et al. (1997) [17] 56 20 17 babies 4 (2 ectopic preg)

Raspagliesi et al. (1997) [14] 10   3   3 -

Morice et al. (2005) [12] 34 9 (10 preg)   7   1

Colombo et al. (2005) [20] 24   7   6 -

Park et al. (2008) [7] 62 - 22   2

Anchezar et al. (2009) [18] 18 6 (7 preg)   6 -

Kajiyama et al. (2010) [19] 60 13 10   3

Satoh et al. (2010) [10] 211 55 (76 preg) 53 (66 babies) -

Fruscio et al. (2013) [11] 240 84 68 (93 babies) 16

Current study 18   7 5 (5 babies)   2

*More recent case series may include previously published data from the same group.

Table 4. Low risk group the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics IA G1-2, literature review*

Author (year) No. of patients Stage and grading No. of recurrences No. of death

Zanetta et al. (1997) [17] 30 IA G1-2 3 (1 ovary) 1

Morice et al. (2001) [21] 19 IA G1-2 3 (2 ovary) 3

Schilder et al. (2002) [13] 42 IA 4 (3 ovary) 2

Morice et al. (2005) [12] 27 IA G1-2 5 (5 ovary) 2

Borgfeldt et al. (2007) [22] 10 IA G1-2 0 0

Park et al. (2008) [7] 32 IA G1-2 1 0

Schlaerth et al. (2009) [23] 11 IA 1 1

Anchezar et al. (2009) [18] 11 IA G1 2 1

Kajiyama et al. (2010) [19] 30 IA 2 2

Satoh et al. (2010) [10] 108 IA G1-2 5 (2 ovary) 1

Fruscio et al. (2013) [11] 115 IA G1-2 9 3

Current study 8 IA G1-2 2 (1 ovary) 0

*More recent case series may include previously published data from the same group.
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malignant eEOC treated with FSS. At a median follow-up of 9 
years, 27 patients had relapsed (11%) and 11 (5%) had died of 
progressive disease. Multivariate analysis found only grade 3 
negatively affected the prognosis of patients. Grade 3 was also 
significantly associated with extraovarian relapse. Of the 105 
patients (45%) who tried to become pregnant, 84 (80%) were 
successful. The authors concluded that conservative treatment 
can be proposed to all young patients when the tumor is 
limited to the ovaries, as ovarian recurrences can always 
be managed successfully. Patients with grade 3 tumors are 
more likely to have distant recurrences and should be closely 
monitored [11]. 

Several open questions have to be considered in the manage-
ment of young patients with EOC undergoing FSS. The main 
controversial issues are: synchronous endometrial involvement, 
disease on the remaining ovary and systematic retroperitoneal 
lymphadenectomy. 

Regarding the first issue, the concern about conservative 
surgery is the possible risk of extension to the endometrium 
or the presence of concurrent endometrial cancer. Literature 
data reported an endometrial involvement ranging from 5% 
to 14% [7,24,25]. In the present series only one patient had 
concomitant endometrial cancer of endometriod type FIGO 
stage IA, grade 1. In 1998 we reported a large series of endo-
metrioid EOC with a rate of synchronous endometrial tumor 
of 11% (12 out of 106) [24]. In conclusion, the candidates to 
FSS  should always be evaluated either with hysteroscopy or 
endometrial curettage, especially if the ovarian cancer is an 
endometrioid type tumor.

Regarding the risk of concomitant disease on the residual 

ovary, old literature data reported a high rate of bilateral 
disease ranging from 7% to 12%; however, even the presence 
of macroscopic disease was considered [17,26]. In more recent 
data, looking only at microscopic disease, the percentage of 
bilateral involvement dropped to a range of 0%-2% to 5% 
[7,21,27]. The biopsy of the normal-appearing contralateral 
ovary is not indicated by many practitioners since it can miss 
microscopic foci and it has been associated with adhesion 
formation and subsequent infertility. Based on the data of 
the present study, an accurate macroscopic inspection of the 
ovary is sufficient.

Finally, the role of lymphadenectomy is one of the most 
controversial issues in the treatment of eEOC. Lymph node 
evaluation is recommended in the surgical treatment of eEOC 
according to the FIGO criteria; however, the radicality of the 
lymphadectomy remains unclear. Whereas this procedure cer-
tainly has a diagnostic and prognostic impact, the therapeutic 
role is still unclear. A randomized study showed the high 
accuracy of systematic lymphadenectomy versus sampling 
in discovering positive nodes (9% vs. 22%, p=0.007) [28]. In 
our whole series of eEOC we found a significant association 
between menopause and lymph-node metastases suggesting 
childbearing age as a lower risk factor for nodal involvement 
[15]. An indirect evidence of the therapeutic role of accurate 
comprehensive staging including lymphadenectomy is the 
ACTION study. In this study the value of accurate staging in 
ovarian cancer is confirmed. In optimally staged patients, 
adjuvant chemotherapy does not improve survival when 
compared to observational control; a matter of interest for 
oncofertility considering the detrimental effect that chemo-

Table 5. High risk group the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics ≥IA G3, literature review*

Author (year) No. of patients Stage and grade No. of recurrences No. of death

Raspagliesi et al. (1997) [14] 10 >IA G1-2   0 0

Zanetta et al. (1997) [17] 26 IA G3, IB, IC   2 2

Morice et al. (2001) [21] 6 IC, II, unknown 4 (3 ovary) Nr

Schilder et al. (2002) [13] 10 IC   1 0

Morice et al. (2005) [12] 7 IA G3, IC, IIA   5 2

Borgfeldt et al. (2007) [22] 1 IC G3   1 0

Park et al. (2008) [7] 30 IA G3-IIIC 10 6

Schlaerth et al. (2009) [23] 9 IC   2 2

Anchezar et al. (2009) [18] 7 IC-IIIB   1 0

Kajiyama et al. (2010) [19] 30 IB-IC   6 5

Satoh et al. (2010) [10] 103 IA G3, IC G1-2-3 13 4

Fruscio et al. (2013) [11] 125 IA G3-IIB 18 8

Current study 10 ≥IA G3 2 (1 ovary) 0

*More recent case series may include previously published data from the same group.
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therapy could have on fertility.
In literature, there are many retrospective data and three 

large studies designed to investigate the role of FSS confirmed 
the safety of FSS in a selected group of young patients with 
eEOC. According to literature data, conservative surgery 
should be considered in the treatment of young women 
with stage IA, grade 1 and 2. FSS in clear cell cancer and high 
risk patients with FIGO stage ≥IA G3 is still under debate. In 
any case, an accurate surgical staging, including pelvic and 
para-aortic lymphadenectomy, is mandatory in this subset of 
patients. 

The present study based on a series of matched cases 
and controls confirms the oncological safety of this kind of 
approach. The shortcoming of this study is the small number 
of patients enrolled, whilst its main value is the comparison of 
matched cases and controls operated in the same period by 
the same surgical group. Another methodological drawback 
is the unequal distribution of the menopausal status between 
the study groups. In fact, in the RCS group 11 patients were 
in menopause while in the FSS group no one was (p<0.05). 
The menopausal status has been reported to be a risk factor 
for node metastases in a previous study [15]; however, in 
the present study, patients were matched by stage. A third 
possible limitation of the study is the imbalance between the 
study groups regarding the number of patients submitted 
to laparoscopy (LPS) and open surgery. Although there is no 
level I evidence supporting the safety of the laparoscopic 
approach in eEOC, available literature data are encouraging 
regarding the oncological outcome of LPS treated patients. In 
our study in particular, more patients in the FSS group were 
submitted to a LPS approach with respect to RCS, and if there 
is a hypothetical negative impact of LPS approach, the FSS 
group would not have been favored. A fourth limitation is the 
imbalance of the two populations with respect to age. We did 
not consider age as a matching factor as there is no consensus 
in literature regarding its actual prognostic value [9,11]. Finally 
a third of the tumors in this series were primary mucinous 
tumors of the ovary (the appendix was evaluated and resulted 
negative). This percentage is in line with literature data [9-11]; 
however, patients were matched to overcome possible biases.

The data of this study suggest that FSS in eEOC underwent 
a comprehensive surgical staging could be considered safe 
with oncological results comparable to radical surgery group. 
Moreover a good obstetrical outcome could be achieved. The 
opportunity to extend the indication to conservative surgery 
to women with more advanced disease is highly controversial 
and needs further investigations. Clearer data are warranted 
by prospective controlled studies.
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